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It is well known that the polynomials, which together with their

derivatives have integral values at a fixed point x =xo, have the basis

(x — xo)n/nl, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

over the integers. That is to say every polynomial with that property

is of the form ^it-o Ck(x — xQ)k/kl where Co, C\, • • • , c„ are integers.

Similarly it is known that a basis over the integers for those poly-

nomials whose values are integral at all integers is given by

1, x(x - 1) • • • (x - n + 1)/»!, n = 1, 2, • ■ • .

It is the purpose of this note to construct a basis over the integers

for the polynomials which together with all their derivatives have

integral values at all integers. We shall call such polynomials I-

polynomials.

In order to construct this basis we prove a few introductory

lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let Dn be the greatest integer such that there exists an

I-polynomial of the form

fn{x) = xn/D„ + lower powers,

and let

/(x) = (a/b)xn + lower powers, (a, b) = 1,

be any I-polynomial; then b\Dn.

Proof. Let m be the least common multiple of Dn and b and let

ki = m/Dn, k2 = m/b; then (ki, k2) = (ki, c) = l. Hence there exist two

integers c\, c2 such that Cife1+c2fe2a = l and Ci/„(x)+c2/(x)=xn/Wî +

lower powers.

From the definition of Dn it follows that m^Dn; but since m is a

multiple of Dn we have m = Dn or b\Dn.

Lemma 2. The I-polynomials

/„(x) = xn/Dn + lower powers, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

where Dn is as in Lemma 1, form a basis over the integers of the I-poly-

nomials,
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Proof. We proceed by induction. The lemma is obviously true

for polynomials of degree 0. Assume the lemma true for all poly-

nomials of degree <n. Let

f(x) — (a/b)xn + lower powers

be an /-polynomial; then according to Lemma 1, cn = aDn/b is an

integer. Thus f(x) — c„fn(x) is an /-polynomial of degree <n and

/(*) — c„fn(x) = cofa(x) + ■ ■ ■ + c„_i/„_i(x)

or   f(x) = cofo(x) + • • ■ + c„/„(x).

Lemma 3. If m<n, then Dm\Dn.

Proof. If fm(x) =xm/Dm+ ■ ■ • is an /-polynomial, then so is

xn_m/m(x) =xn/Dm-\- ■ ■ ■ and hence according to Lemma 1 we have

Dm\Dn.

Lemma 4. // p is a prime and pk\Dn, then pk\ [n/p]\ or, in other

words,

k = [n/p2] + [n/p>] + • • • .

Proof. Let f(x) be a polynomial with integral coefficients of least

degree such that f(x)/pk is an /-polynomial, and let j be any one of

the numbers 0, 1, • • • , p — 1. Let m be the multiplicity oî j as a root

of the congruence/(x)=0 (mod p), that is to say

/(*) = (x - j)mg(x) + ph(x)

where g(x), h{x) are polynomials with integral coefficients and g(j)

jàO (mod p).

Differentiating m times we obtain

/(m)(*) = mlg(x) + (x - j)k(x) + ph^ix)

where k(x) is a polynomial with integral coefficients. We have Ä(m)(x)

= mll(x) where l{x) has integral coefficients and hence:

fm)(x) = tnlg(x) + (x - j)k(x) + pmll(x).

Let pr be the highest power of p which divides m ! ; then we obtain

/(»)(;) mm\g(j) (modp'+1)

and hence unless r =fe we cannot have fim)(j)/pk= integer.

Since j was chosen as any one of the numbers 0, 1, • • • , p — 1 we

see that, mod p,f(x) must be divisible by xm(x—l)m ■ • • (x — p+l)m,

where m is such that pk\m\. But the degree of/(x) is then greater

than or equal to pm.
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If we introduce the symbol (n)P for the greatest exponent, m, such

that pm\n, then we can state

Lemma 5. 2?« g IL>-*rta. £(t"/pl!)p = «!/IL-pr¡me P{n!v].

The proof is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4.

We now can prove the following theorem.

Theorem. The polynomials

/«(*) - Jlplnlp]x(x - i) ■••(*-» + i)/»!

/or?« a basis over the integers of the I-polynomials.

Proof. According to Lemmas 5 and 2 it suffices to show that the

/„(x) are /-polynomials. Since fn(x) is an integral multiple of

x(x—1) • • • (x —w + l)/ra!, it is integral-valued. We now proceed by

induction and show that if /*(x) is an /-polynomial for k<n, then

f'n{x), and hence/„(x), is an /-polynomial.

We have

n pinip] a *(* -1) ••.•(*—«+1)
/»(*) =-:— 2,-:-—

n\       ,=o x — î

and since

x(x — 1) • ■ • (x — n + 1)

x — i

"zi^1                 (n - i — 1) !
=   E (-l)4-^^-——-*(*-l)...(*-* +2 + *)

fc=o (w — î — ß — 1)!

we have

^   x(x — 1) •••(* — »+ 1)

i=0 X —   Î

^               «(» - 1) • • • (» - /fe)
= E (-1)*—--*(*- 1) • ■ ■ (*- n + 2+ k)

*-o k + 1

or

/ñ(x) = IIj>'"/pl¿(-l)w L,        »,*(*- !)•••(*-»+*+D
*_i ä(m - «)!

= ¿ (-i)fc+i— n pini*-iin-k)ij>]f»-k(x).

We now show that
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JJ     ¿l»/p]-[(»-*)/pl/£ = Ak
p= prime

is an integer. Ak is certainly an integer modulo p if k is not divisible

by p. If k is divisible by p then [(n — k)/p] = [n//>] — k/p and

£[n/p]-[(n-*)/p]  =   ^,4/p

and since obviously

k/p g (*),

we have again that Ak is an integer modulo p. Thus Ak is an integer for

n

*-l, •••,«- 1;   and   fn(x) = £ (-1)*+M */„_,(*)
¡t-i

is an /-polynomial.

In conclusion we should like to pose a number of problems:

(1) Instead of considering those polynomials whose values at

the rational integers are rational integers, we consider the poly-

nomials whose values at the algebraic integers of a certain field are

algebraic integers of the same field. Find a basis for the polynomials

which are integral-valued in this generalized sense, and for the poly-

nomials which together with all their derivatives are integral-valued

in the generalized sense. It may be conjectured that there exist bases

of the form (cx„/w!)x(x— 1) • • • (x —w + 1) where the a„ are algebraic

integers.

(2) Show that the only (entire) analytic functions which have

integral (Gaussian integral) derivatives at all (infinitely many)

integers (Gaussian integers) are polynomials. We have shown in

another paper that a transcendental entire function with integral

derivatives of all orders at infinitely many integral points would have

to be of infinite order.

(3) Our problem can be generalized in many other directions. For

example, if instead of considering a basis for the /-polynomials, we

look for a basis of those polynomials which have integral derivatives

of all orders, not at all integral points, but only at the points

0, 1, • • • , m—i, then we obtain a basis/m„(x); w = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • with

the denominators

Dmn = II />([n/pll)* Il pilnlm]])*
p<m pern

and the numerators

{x(x — 1) • • • (x — m + l)}[n/m]x(x — 1) • • • (x — n + m[n/m] + 1).
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